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Arsru.cr
The rsn spectrum ofnatural wollastonite has a strong angular dependencethat we interpret as originating from Mn2* ions distributed among the 6-coordinated Ca sites (Cal,
Ca2) arrd the 7-coordinated Ca site (Ca3). A computer fit to the spectrum shows superposition of spectrafrom Mn2" ions in two magnetically nonequivalent kinds of sites with
gr : gr: 2.002,A, : Az: 85 cm-', Dr: Dr: -357 cm-t,
the Hamiltonianparameters
:
19
a n d . E , E z : 9 0 c m - ' ; a n d g r : 1 . 9 9 8 , A 3 : 8 7 c m - ' , D t : - 2 3 1 c m - r ,a n d h :
cm-' with subscriptsreferring to the sites Cal, Ca2 and Ca3, respectively.A crystal-field
calculationgives zero-fieldsplitting ratios of lEt/41 : lEr/Drl : 0.25 and lE'/D'l :
0.08 for the two signals, compared with the experimentally measured ratios lEr/Drl :
0.15 and 14/41 :0. 12. We interpret these signals as arising from Mn2* on the
6-coordinated Ca sites (Cal, Ca2) and the 7-coordinated Ca site (Ca3).

fNrnooucrroN
Wollastonite is a calcium metasilicatewith the nominal
formula CaSiOr, which occurs in tabular crystals elongated parallel to the b axis. It is used in the ceramic industry as the main ingredient in single-firedwall tile and
as an accessoryadditive in severaltypes ofceramic bodies and glazes.It is also an important mineral in highgrade metamorphic rocks (Ladoo, 1937).
In natural minerals like wollastonite Mn2* often substitutes for Ca2+.The Mn2* is paramagnetic and hence
favorable for study by electron-spin-resonance(nsn). In
this article we present the results of such a study and
interpret them in terms of the local crystal environment.
Cnvsrnr, srRUcruRE
The crystal structure of wollastonite was determined
by Mamedov and Belov (1956) and refined by Buerger
and Prewitt (1961), who found that it crystallizesin the
triclinic spacegroup PI, Cl with six CaSiO, per unit cell,
anda : 7.94A, b : 7.32A, c : 7.07A, ct : g0O2',p :
9522', and 7 : 10326'. Peacorand Prewitt (1963)gave
an excellentdiscussionof the crystal structure of wollastonite in comparison with that of bustamite.
The arrangement of the oxygen atoms approximates
closepacking with layering parallel to (101). Layers composed of Ca atoms in octahedral coordination alternate
with layers consisting of Si atoms between the sheetsof
oxygenatoms. The SiOotetrahedraare ordered in chains
which have a repeat unit of three tetrahedra and which
are oriented parallel to the D axis. Two of the Ca atoms
are octahedrallycoordinatedwith Ca-O distancesranging
from 2.272 to 2.548 A and an averagevalue of 2.387.
0003{04xl90/o30€262s02.00

The other Ca, Ca3, is 7-coordinated, with the seventh
oxygen at a distance of 2.642 A.
Cnnurcll

ANALysrs lNo X-ru,v REsuLTs

The sample under study originated in Payande, Departamento del Tolima, Colombia. The results of the
chemical and atomic spectroscopicanalysis done by el
Instituto nacional de investigacionesgeol6gico mineras
de Bogotaare presentedin Table l. Theseresultsindicate
that the sample is 78.60/owollastonite, 5.70localcite, and
5.50/odolomite. There is one Mn atom for every 146 Ca
atoms. Powder X-ray diffraction confirms the identity of
wollastonite as the principal constituent of this sample.
ExprnrunNTAL METHoDS
The Mn2* ion is in the 65r, spectroscopicstate, which
is paramagneticand can be detectedby the technique of
electron-spin resonance.Since its orbital magnetic moment is zero(L: 0), its EsRspectrumappearsata g factor
close to 2.00. To obtain this spectrum, the sample was
placed in a high-Q microwave-resonantcavity oscillating
at 9.3 GHz, and the magnetic field was scannedthrough
the region near g: 2.00 to detectthe resonantabsorption
due to the precessionof the unpaired spins in the field.
A Varian EJine spectrometer equipped with a tracor
Northern signal processorwas used to make this measurement. The spectrum consistsof many lines owing to
the multiplicity of energy levels arising from the electronic spin S and from the nuclear spin .L The positions
of these lines were measuredfor a seriesof orientations
of the sample relative to the applied magnetic field. The
directions ofthe applied field relative to the orientations
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Fig. 2. EsRspectrumof Mn2*after a crystalrotation of I l0'
ingthefirst derivativeofthe absorption(in arbitraryunits)plot- with respectto that ofFig. l. The rangeofabsorptionis nuch
ted againstthe scanningmagneticfield strengthin the rangefrom greaterfor this orientationofthe sample.
1200G to 5200G. The magneticfieldrangeoverwhichabsorption occursis fairly narrowfor this orientationof the sample.
tion of the field. In general,there are 30 AM: !1, Am
: 0 allowed transitionsand many morc AM: +1, Am
of the oxygen ions surrounding the Mn2* ions determine : t l. or AM : !1. Am : +2 forbidden transitionsfor
the details of each spectrum. Each Ca site gives rise to a each magretically nonequivalent Mn2+ cation (Bleaney,
characteristicspectrum for the Mn2* substituted there.
l 9 51 ) .
Tnnony
Mn2* has five electrons that give it an electronic spin
of 5/2, as was mentioned above, and the crystalline electric field causedby the surrounding oxygenssplits the S
: 5/2 energystateinto three doublet levels,with the magnetic spin quantum numbersM : +5/2, +3/2 and +l/2.
This electronic spin S interactswith the applied magrretic
field 11 to separatethe +M and -M levels of each pair
and to move thesesix levels farther apart. The electronic
spin S also interacts with the nuclear spin 1 : 5/2 of the
Mn nucleusto split each Mlevel into six ru levels arising
from the six values of the nuclear spin quantum number
m: +5/2, +3/2, + l/2. Thesefactorsresult in a total of
36 energylevels. An additional small splitting due to the
interaction of the nuclear spin with the applied magnetic
field is neglected.
The energy states of the system are described by the
following spin Hamiltonian:

- (l/3),s(^s
H : sprt 3 + As.i+ Dt,s?
+ l)l
+ E[^S3- ^Si],

(l)

ESR nrsur,rs
Figures I and 2 show the spectrum of Mn2* for two
different orientations of the magneticfield. Figure 2 gives
the spectrum with the maximum spread.Many of the 30
lines are doubled, especiallythose on the right side and
in the center of the spectrum. Thus, the number of lines
is greater than expectedfor single Mn2* sites, indicating
that there is more than one nonequivalent Mn2+site. The
nonequivalencecould be due to different surroundingsor
different orientations. The spectrum was recorded at l5o
intervals around three perpendicularaxes.Careful observation of these spectra,especiallythose with maximum
spreadled to the conclusion that the observedspectraare
superpositionsarising from Mn2* locatedon two different
sites with different fine-structure parameters.
Cnvsrll,-nrpr,D

ANALYSTs

In wollastonite, Mn2* is expectedto substitute for Ca,
in three Ca sites (Cal, Ca2, and Ca3). Atoms Cal and
Ca2 are 6-coordinatedwith an averageCa-O interatomic
distanceof 2.38 A. Cag is 7-coordinatedwith interatomic
distancesbetween 2.335 and 2.642 A. The large value

where the Znemanterm gpr.&.3 is the interaction of the
electronic spin with the magnetic field, and hyperfine term
lS.1 is the electron-spin-nuclear-spininteraction, and
there are two so-called zero-field terms, namely D, representingthe axial part, and E, due to the deviation from Trsle 1. Chemical
(%)of wollastonite
analysis
sample
axial symmetry. As the magnetic field is scanned,only
CaO
44.80
certain transitions are observedowing to the restrictions
sio,
40.66
5.16
imposed by the selectionrules.
Mgo
1.66
Since the selection rules for paramagnetic resonance,
FerO"
0.70
AM : +l and A,m: 0, allow M to changeby l, the esn
MnO
0.42
KrO
0.02
spectrum is expectedto split into five fine-structuretranNa.O
0.01
sitiotrs,eachof which should split into six hyperfine comAl2os
0.00
ponents.Here M andn respectivelyare the values of the
Nio
0.00
Tio,
0.00
electronic- and nuclear-spin component along the direc-
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o2
Fig. 3. Arrangement of nearest-neighboroxygen atoms around the calcium ions in sites (a) Cal and (b) Ca3. The former has
six and the latter sevenoxygen nearest-neighbors.Calcium site Ca2 is similar to Cal.

(2.642) corresponds to Ca3-O9 and the average interatomic distance 239 A.
The crystal-field potentials of the 6-coordinated sites
Cal and Ca2 are quite similar, whereas that at Ca3 is
diferent becausethe additional oxygen09 is presentand
becausethe octahedralcoordination ofligand oxygen atoms is distorted differently (Fig. 3). The schemesof Figure 3 were obtained after a coordinate transformation
given by

With the aid of the spherical harmonic addition theorem, the crystalline field potential can be written in a
generaland practical form as
V: ZAf 0') YT :ZBY Y7,

(3)

where the Ai values are constants determined by the
characteristicsof the chargedistribution, (r') is the mean
value of the /th power of the electron wave-function radius, and Yy are the spherical harmonic functions that

"H,r?3i3"
:::iiiil[:l
Q,
tllti

2. Oxygencoordinatesand Ca-OdistancesR for Ca-O
TABLE
octahedra
Octahedron Atom

wherc (a', b', c) is the triclinic system of the unit cell of
wollastonite and (a, b, c) is an orthogonal cartesian system with a, a' coincident and D'in the a, b plane.

(Ca1)06

(Ca2)O6

(Ca3)o7
Fig. 4. Calculated EsR spectrum of Mn2t in wollastonite.
The five setsofsix lines are evident. This spectrumis for a single
site, whereasthe experimental spectraof Figs. I and 2 are superpositions of spectrafrom more than one site.

o1
02
o3
o5
o6
07
o1
02
o4
o5
o6
o8
ol
02
o3
o'3
o4
o'4
o9

X (A)
2.13
1.05
0.96
-1.78
-0.93
0.22
1.26
1.87
0.97
-0.95
-1.80
0.42
-0.72
0.97
-1.89
1.86
-1.02
1.06
-1.92

z (A)

F (A)

-1.37
2.15
0.34
1.45
-2.O7
0.58

0.29
0.49
-2.09
-0.19
-0.18
2.33

2.14
-1.46
0.10
-2.16
1.45
-0.46

o.27
0.47
-2.10
-o.21
-0.20
2.32
2.32
-2.13
-0.06
0.45
0.04
0.45
-1.75

2.55
2.44
2.32
2.30
2.27
2.41
2.50
2.42
2.32
2.37
2.32
2.41
2.44
2.35
2.43
2.34
2.44
2.33
2.64

v(A)

-0.18
0.22
1.52
-1.34
-2.22
2.03
-0.47
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TrsLe3. Experimentally
parameters
determined
Hamiltonian
for
Mn2+substituted
in sitesCa1,Ca2,andCa3
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DrscussroN

It was mentioned above that the sample being examg, = g:2.O02
= 1.998
ined contained 5.7o/ocalcite and 5.50/odolomite, both of
$
A, :42 = 85 cm-r
As:8Tcm-'
which commonly incorporate Mn in Ca sites. The Ca
D1: D" = -357 cm-1
4: -231 cm-'
:E.
=
sites in these two minerals have point symmetry Cr,, 3,
E,
90 cm"
E": l$ srn-t
and the presenceofthe three-fold axis causesthe E term
in the Hamiltonian to vanish. This result has been demonstratedexperimentally by esn studiesthat give the valtake account ofthe angular dependenceon the potential
ues D: 37.5, E: 0 for Mn in calcite(Hodgeset al.,
(Pooleand Farach, 1987).
1968;Tennant, 1974);D -- 76.5,E : 0 for Mn in calcite
The parameters,B9: D/3 and B1 : E of the axial and
(Wildeman, 1970; Schindlerand Ghose, 1969,1970);D
rhombic crystal fields, respectively, are experimentally :
3, E :0 for Mn in dolomite, Ca site (Wildeman, 1970;
determined by fitting the Hamiltonian (l) to the EsRspecSchindlerand Ghose, 1969, 1970); and D : 141.9,E :
tra. Thesetwo terms can be calculatedas functions of the
0 for Mn in dolomite, Mg site (Wildeman, 1970; Schindcharge of the ligands, and using the expressiols for A^
ler and Ghose, 1969, 1970). In this study no signal was
given by Poole and Farach (1987) in terms ofthe Tesseral
detectedwith,E : 0, which showsthat the observedspecharmonics we get
tra were due to wollastonite and not to calcite or dolomite. The Ca sites in wollastonite have symmetry l, so a
nonvanishing-Eterm is expected,as observed.The lower
symmetry of the Ca sites in wollastonite produceslarger
I
D-term
values than those in calcite and dolomite.
_.D-E

ry\ry): +D+E (4)
(5)

CoNcr,usroN

?o.

(6)

The results of these calculations are presentedin Table
2, from which we can determine the ratios between the
E and D parametersfor Mn2* at the Ca sites Cal. Ca2.
and Ca3:

Coupurnn

Frr ro spEcrRUM
The next step was to write a computer program to generate the theoretical spectrum for different orientations
of the applied magnetic field and, by trial and error, to
make a fitting to our experimental spectra.In this computer program we used the Hamiltonian given by Equation I and followed the procedure given by Bird (1964)
to expressthe energiesto third-order perturbation and
the probability of a transition from the state lM, m> to
the state lM', m> under the action of a microwave field.
By comparing the theoretical spectrum generated by
the computer program for the maximum spread (Fig. a)
with the experimental one, we find that the Hamiltonian
parametersfor the two kinds of sites for wollastonite are
as listed in Table 3. Thus, g and A are isotropic, and the
angular dependencearises entirely from the D and E
terms. These parameters explain the dependenceof the
ESRspectrum on the orientation of the applied magnetic
field. From the above values, the measured ratios lE,/
Drl : lEr/Drl and lE3/41 are, respectively,0.25and
0.08, which give a reasonableagreementwith those calculated by crystal field theory.

The Bsnspectrumin wollastonite is interpreted as originating from Mn2* ions on two magnetically nonequivalent Ca sites.This interpretation is in agreementwith the
presenceof three Ca sites (Cal, Ca2, and CA3) in wollastonite,two of which are 6-coordinatedand one of which
is 7-coordinated. Theoretical spectra that fit the experimental spectraof this study were generatedby superposition of two calculated spectra generatedaccording to
Bird's procedure (Bird, 1964). These calculated spectra
provide the Hamiltonian parameters for Mn2* given in
Table 3. From a crystal-field calculation the respective
ratios lE,/Drl : lEr/D2l : 0.15 and lEr/Drl : 0.12
were found for the two sites.
RnrrnrNcns
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